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This did not mean he was no longer a Christian, but rather that he now believed other faiths might also provide
legitimate paths to God. Short's work still holds up well. Peanuts is an existentialist rumination hiding as a gag
comic. But the genius of the strip lay in its very cruelty; it's as if Dante had decided to write a tour of Heck.
Lind says that almost no other mainstream cartoonist dared to include religious references in their strips at the
time. On rare occasions, Schulz stepped out onto more spiritually shaky ground. Within a couple of decades
all comics had shrunk to the size of Peanuts. The minimalism is a reminder of Schulz's inadvertant dark
legacy: one of the selling points of the early strip was that it was tiny-- an inducement to editors, in a time
when the average comic extended across the whole page. At the time, less than 9 percent of Christmas
episodes and specials contained religious references. You betcha! Open to the public, both lectures are free of
charge. Next, all the comments are in character. This book inspired a legion of imitators, not least from
authors who would later try to shoehorn Buddhist and Confucian maxims into the Hundred-Acre Wood with
Winnie the Pooh and Eeyore while ignoring the Edwardian-era pedigree of those characters. Short attempts to
communicate theology in an indirect or parabolic way, using the two comic strips as modern-day parables. He
became a voracious reader of theological commentaries, and the margins of his personal Bible were filled with
hand-written notes. Even Lucy, the neighborhood tyrant, suffers from an unrequited crush on Schroeder. But
at the same time, we love him. As newspaper printers across America prepared his strip for delivery, the
cancer-stricken Schulz slipped into bed and passed away. Another example, at left. Short, who presents
programs throughout the United States and several foreign countries on Christian values found in popular
culture, literature and art, will present two lectures at Morningside College on Nov. Again, it's not boffo; the
joke, if that's what it is, is how quickly Charlie Brown is deflated from self-importance into his usual
loserdom. It looks ordinary in retrospect because now everything looks like Peanuts. The second thing to
notice is that it's a pretty good discussion. He was a long-time Sunday School teacher at churches in the
Midwest and California, even leading one group through a study of the entire Old Testament. Lewis and G. It's
not that this was never done before it was Mark Twain's early stock in trade , but despite the prevailing
anarchy of early 20C comics, kids were almost always seen from the outside, whether as monsters the
Katzenjammer Kids or as decorations in strips centering on adults. He actually once offered a critique of
evangelists with a strip in which Linus hands out religious tracts to neighborhood families. Linus and his
blanket and his perpetually disappointing personal religion, Peppermint Patty and her troubles with
schoolwork, Charlie Brown and everything-- all are frankly neurotic. Some were larger and more swiftly
lobbed than others, but most of them found their mark. Schroeder and 5 express mature though mainstream
points of view. We can see this in the sample: are Schulz's sympathies with Charlie Brown here or with Lucy?
Typical gag: Peppermint Patty's paper is put in the "D-Minus Hall of Fame"-- and the joke is dragged out over
four days. She's right; Job's wife suffered everything he did, and didn't even have the dignity of being a subject
of God's and Satan's wager. Every comment is reasonable and well-informed; it's not a fake or pastiche
religious discussion but a real one. The main reason for this is that you simply missed the party. Lucy's
appropriation of a term belonging to the student protesters is not untypical; throughout the golden age Schulz
effortlessly remained in communication with the Boomers without being one of them he was born in  At the
right is an example of Peanuts in its heyday from  And what was in the kids' heads turned out to be fear,
worry, cruelty, ambition, fantasy, fear of failure. Lucy is the voice of self-righteous 'common sense'; still, she's
given perhaps the best line in the strip; it's the sort of out-in-left-field yet valid observation which is a mark of
Schulz. Do teachers still make them write reports on the Nile?


